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Abstract. Decidability of regularity preservation by a homomorphism is a well
known open problem for regular tree languages. Two interesting subclasses of this
problem are considered: first, it is proved that regularity preservation is decidable
in polynomial time when the domain language is constructed over a monadic
signature, i.e., over a signature where all symbols have arity 0 or 1. Second, de-
cidability is proved for the case where non-linearity of the homomorphism is
restricted to the root node (or nodes of bounded depth) of any input term. The lat-
ter result is obtained by proving decidability of this problem: Given a set of terms
with regular constraints on the variables, is its set of ground instances regular?
This extends previous results where regular constraints where not considered.

1 Introduction

Representations of sets of terms are used in many areas of computer science. The choice
of formalism depends on the expressiveness, but also on the properties from a computa-
tional point of view. Tree automata [3,7] are a well studied formalism for representing
term languages. They are the natural extension of standard finite automata over words
to tree/term languages. For example, the tree automaton

a→ qa

g(qa)→ qg

f(qg, qf )→ qaccept

g(qg)→ qg

f(qa, qa)→ qf

recognizes the language f(g+(a), f(a, a)). The languages recognized by tree automata
are also called regular. They are a classical concept which has been used in many con-
texts: for instance, they adequately describe the parse trees of a context-free grammar
or the well-formed terms over a sorted signature, and they naturally capture type for-
malisms for tree-structured (XML) data [14,9]. Similar as in the case of regular sets of
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words, the class of regular term languages has many convenient properties such as clo-
sure under boolean operations (intersection, union, negation), decidable properties such
as inclusion and equivalence, and they are characterized by many different formalisms
such as regular grammars, regular term expressions, congruence classes of finite in-
dex, deterministic bottom-up finite tree automata, nondeterministic top-down finite tree
automata, sentences of monadic second-order logic, etc, cf. [3,7]. Deterministic tree
automata, for instance, can effectively be minimized and give rise to efficient parsing
procedures.

Nevertheless, the expressiveness of regular tree languages is considerably limited:
simple languages like the recursively defined set Tbin = {a}∪{f(t, t) | t ∈ Tbin}, i.e.,
the set of complete trees over {f, a} where f is a binary symbol and a is a constant,
is not regular. Accordingly, it is often convenient to use a more general formalism to
describe a set of terms, loosing then some of the nice computational properties. In this
setting, it makes sense to study the decidability of the regularity of a given set of terms
represented by a concrete (and more expressive) formalism. Practically speaking, we
want to allow the specification of term languages in a more general formalism than
regular term languages, but want to be able to detect if a specific given language is in
fact regular. Deciding a class of languages inside a larger class is a very hard problem;
for instance, given a context-free (word) language it follows from Greibach’s Theorem
that is impossible to decide whether or not the language is in fact regular (see, e.g., [8]).

In this paper we study the decidability of regularity for two particular and related
representations: when the set of terms is described as the image of a regular set by a
tree homomorphism, and when it is described as the ground instances of a finite set of
terms with regular constraints on the variables.

Tree homomorphisms are the natural extension of the usual word homomorphisms
to trees. A homomorphism H is usually defined by associating to each symbol g in
the input signature a term H(g) with variables x1, x2, . . . , xk, where k is the arity of
g. This definition is then homomorphically extended to any term of the signature. For
example, the homomorphism {H(g) = f(x1, x1), H(a) = a} applied to the language
g∗(a) = {a, g(a), g(g(a)), . . .} generates as image the language Tbin of above. This
example shows that the image of a regular language by a homomorphism is in general
not regular. In fact, it is a long-standing open problem whether or not it is decidable if
the homomorphic image of a regular set of terms is regular (“the HOM-problem”); cf.,
e.g., Conclusions of [6]. Some particular cases are known to be decidable, for instance
when the homomorphism is linear, see [5], or when in the terms H(g), for all input sym-
bols g, multiple occurrences of the same variable all have the same parent node (i.e.,
are siblings of each other) [2]. If slightly more expressive tree translation devices than
homomorphisms are considered, then regularity preservation quickly becomes undecid-
able: for a deterministic top-down tree transducer with only two states, it is undecidable
whether its image of a regular tree language is again regular [6] (homomorphisms nat-
urally correspond to the 1-state case of top-down or bottom-up tree transducers). Let
us also note that the problem of regularity of a set of ground normal forms of a term
rewriting system is known to be decidable but with rather intricate proofs [11], while it
can be reduced to a particular subclass of the HOM-problem.
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We solve the HOM-problem for two new interesting subcases: first, we show decid-
ability in polynomial time for the case where the domain language is constructed over
a monadic signature, i.e., over a signature where all symbols have arity 0 or 1. This is
obtained by characterizing regularity using a pumping argument, and then reducing the
regularity check to certain finiteness tests on images of the homomorphism. Second, de-
cidability is proved for the case where non-linearity of the homomorphism is restricted
to the root node of any input term (or, more precisely, to input nodes of bounded depth).
The latter result is obtained by proving decidability of the following problem: Given
a set of terms with regular constraints on the variables, is its set of ground instances
regular? This extends previous results where regular constraints were not considered,
see, e.g., [10]. For this case, we give a sufficient condition for non-regularity by the
existence of certain infinite solutions of a formula. The formula is of first-order logic
with equality predicates and membership constraints in regular languages, altogether
interpreted over a term algebra. Our algorithm for this case makes iterated use of the
decidability for this sufficient condition, which follows from a result by Comon and
Delor [4].

2 Preliminaries

Convention. In this article we use the words “term” and “tree” interchangeably, and
the same holds for “position” and “node”.

A signature consists of an alphabet Σ, i.e., a finite set, together with a mapping that
assigns to each symbol in Σ a natural number, its arity. We write Σ(k) to denote the
subset of symbols in Σ that are of arity k, and we write σ(k) to denote that σ is a symbol
of arity k. The set of all terms over Σ is denoted TΣ and is inductively defined as the
smallest set T such that for every σ ∈ Σ(k), k ≥ 0, and t1, . . . , tk ∈ T , the term
σ(t1, . . . , tk) is in T . For a term of the form a() we simply write a. For instance, if
Σ = {f (2), a(0)} then TΣ is the set of terms that represent all binary trees with internal
nodes labeled f and leaves labeled a. We fix the set X = {x1, x2, . . . } of variables.
The set of trees over Σ with variables in X , denoted TΣ(X), is the set of terms over
Σ ∪ X where every symbol in X has arity zero. Given a tree σ(t1, . . . , tk) ∈ TΣ , its
set of positions Pos(t) equals {ε} ∪1≤i≤k {i.p | p ∈ Pos(ti)}. Thus, ε denotes the
root node, and p.i denotes the ith child of position p. The subtree of t at position p
is denoted by t/p, and the symbol of t at position p is denoted by t[p]. For instance,
for s = σ(f(a, b), c), s/1 equals f(a, b) and s[1] equals f . For a signature Γ , we use
PosΓ (t) to denote the set of positions of t that are labeled by symbols in Γ . E.g., for
s of above, Pos{c}(s) = {2} and PosX(s) = ∅. For terms s, t and p ∈ Pos(s), we
denote by s[p ← t] the result of replacing the subtree at position p in s by the term t.
For instance, f(f(a, a), a)[1← a] = f(a, a).

A (deterministic) bottom-up tree automaton (for short, DTA) is a tuple A = (Q, Qa,
Σ, δ) where Q is a finite set of states, Qa ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states, Σ is a
signature, and δ = (δσ)σ∈Σ is a collection of transition functions such that for every
σ ∈ Σ(k), k ≥ 0, δσ is a function from Qk to Q. The language L(A) recognized by
A is the set {t ∈ TΣ | A(t) ∈ Qa} where A is the extension of δσ to trees in TΣ ,
recursively defined as: A(σ(t1, . . . , tk)) = δσ(A(t1), . . . , A(tk)) for σ ∈ Σ(k), k ≥ 0,
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and t1, . . . , tk ∈ TΣ . We also define, for a state q, the set L(A, q) = {t ∈ TΣ | A(t) =
q} of trees for which A arrives in state q. A term language L ⊆ TΣ is regular if there
exists a DTA A such that L = L(A).

Tree Homomorphisms. Let Σ and Δ be signatures. A homomorphism (from Σ to Δ)
is a mapping H that associates to every symbol σ ∈ Σ of arity k a tree in TΔ({x1, . . . ,
xk}). The homomorphism H is extended to trees over Σ by defining H(σ(s1, . . . ,
sk)) = H(σ)[x1 ← H(s1), . . . xk ← H(sk)]. The term t[x1 ← t1, . . . , xk ← tk]
denotes the substitution of every occurrence of xi in t by the tree ti. The homomorphism
H is linear if H(σ) is linear in {x1, . . . , xk} for each σ ∈ Σ of arity k, i.e., if each xi,
1 ≤ i ≤ k occurs at most once in H(σ). We will later make use of the following known
result, cf. Corollary 3.10 of [5].

Proposition 1. Let H be a linear homomorphism and L a regular tree language. Then
H(L) is effectively regular.

Sets of Terms with Regular Constraints. Let V = {x1, . . . , xn}. A regular constraint
for variables x1, . . . , xn maps each xi in V to a regular tree language. Let Γ be a
signature. A solution of C (over Γ ) is a ground substitution ϕ : V → TΓ such that
ϕ(xi) ∈ C(xi) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. A set of terms with regular constraints is a pair
〈S, C〉where S is a set of terms (with variables) and C is a constraint defined at least for
the variables occurring in S. The language of 〈S, C〉, denoted as L(〈S, C〉), is defined
as {t | ∃ϕ, s : (t = ϕ(s) ∧ s ∈ S ∧ ϕ is a solution of C)}. The following result is due
to [12], cf. also [10].

Proposition 2. Let C be the trivial constraint mapping every variable to the set of all
terms. Then, regularity of L(〈S, C〉) is decidable for given S.

3 The Monadic Case

We consider the particular case where the regular input term language is constructed
over a monadic signature with only unary symbols and constants and prove that regu-
larity of the image by a homomorphism is decidable in polynomial time.

Let Σ be a monadic signature, i.e., Σ = Σ(1) ∪ Σ(0). Let L be a regular term lan-
guage over Σ, and H be a homomorphism. For simplicity we assume that the signature
for the domain language L contains just one constant c, and moreover, H(c) = c. If
this was not the case we can easily transform L and H into new L′ and H ′ such that
L′ satisfies this requirement and H ′(L′) = H(L): we simply introduce a new constant
c not present in Σ and define L′ as Hlin(L) where Hlin is the linear homomorphism
with Hlin(f) = f(x1) for all unary functions f , and Hlin(e) = e(c) for constants
e. We define H ′ as H ′(f) = H(f) for unary function symbols f , H ′(e) = H(e) for
constants e of the original signature of L, and H ′(c) = c. Note that constants e of the
original signature of L are now unary function symbols of the signature of L′.

For the current case the language L is essentially a language on words. We use then
expressions like abbaa(c) or just abbaa for denoting a(b(b(a(a(c))))). Note that Σ =
Σ(1) ∪ {c(0)}.
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A unary symbol a is called erasing if H(a(x)) = x, and by w� we denote the
number of positions of w with non-erasing symbols. Intuitively, we are counting the
number of symbols that generate at least one output node in the image; this means that
the size of the term H(w) is larger than or equal to w�.
Definition 3. Let Σ be a monadic signature, H a homomorphism over Σ, and w ∈
TΣ . The level of a position p with respect to w and H , denoted by level(p, w, H), is
k + 1 if there exists a factoring of the form w = w1aw2 with w1� = k such that
p �∈ Pos(H(w1)) but p ∈ Pos(H(w1a)).

Intuitively, level(p, w, H) = k means that p in H(w) was generated by the k-th non-
erasing symbol in the word w. For instance, if H(g) = f(x1, x1) and H(c) = c
then level(ε, ggg(c), H) = 1 because ggg = w1gw2 with w1 the empty word,
ε �∈ Pos(H(w1)) = ∅, and ε ∈ Pos(H(g)). If H is also defined as H(d) = x1,
then level(1.2, gdgg(c), H) = 3 because the node 1.2 in the term H(gdgg(c)) =
f(f(f(c, c), f(c, c)), f(f(c, c), f(c, c))) was generated by the third non-erasing sym-
bol of gdgg(c), i.e., by the last g. The following lemma is straightforward from this
definition.

Lemma 4. Let p, q be positions such that q is a prefix of p. If level(p, w, H) ≥ k +
level(q, w, H), then |p| ≥ k + |q|.
Definition 5. A position p is live in 〈w, H〉 if there exists p′ such that level(p.p′, w, H)
> level(p, w, H).

We define h := Maxa∈Σ(1)(height(H(a))). The following two lemmas are straight-
forward from the previous definitions.

Lemma 6. Let p be a position and w a word such that height(H(w)/p) > h. Then, p
is live in 〈w, H〉.
Lemma 7. Let p and q be positions and w a word such that, p and q are live in 〈w, H〉,
and level(p, w, H) = k + level(q, w, H). Then, |height(H(w)/p) −
height(H(w)/q)| ≤ h · (k + 1).

The following lemma is essential for doing a pumping argument in the lemma after,
which characterizes the regularity of the image of a homomorphism for the monadic
case.

Lemma 8. Let t be a term in H(L), let p, p.q1, p.q2 be positions in Pos(t) such that
|q1|, |q2| ≤ h and height(t/p.q1), height(t/p.q2) > h. Then |height(t/p.q1) −
height (t/p.q2)| ≤ h(h + 1).

Proof. By our assumptions, |p.q1|−|p| ≤ h and |p.q2|−|p| ≤ h. By Lemma 4, level
(p.q1, w, H) = k1 + level(p, w, H) and level(p.q2, w, H) = k2 + level(p, w, H)
for some k1, k2 ≤ h. Therefore, either level(p.q1, w, H) = k + level(p.q2, w, H)
or level(p.q2, w, H) = k + level(p.q1, w, H) for some k ≤ h. By Lemma 6, p.q1

and p.q2 are live in 〈w, H〉. Finally, by Lemma 7, |height(H(w)/p.q1) − height
(H(w)/p.q2)| ≤ h(k + 1) ≤ h(h + 1). ��
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Definition 9. We say that a symbol a ∈ Σ(1) is deleting in H , or that H is deleting
on a, if H(a) does not contain x1. A word w is deleting (or “H is deleting on w”)
if it contains a deleting symbol. Let a ∈ Σ(1). We define La := {w | ∃u : (uaw ∈
L ∧ u is non-deleting)}.
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section. It characterizes regularity of
the homomorphic image of a monadic tree language. A symbol a ∈ Σ(1) is copying in
H , or H is copying on a, if H(a) contains at least two occurrences x1. A word w is
copying (or “H is copying on w”) if it contains a copying symbol.

Lemma 10. H(L) is not regular iff there exists a ∈ Σ(1) such that H is copying on a
and H(La ) is infinite.

Proof. We first prove the if-direction. Let a ∈ Σ(1) such that H is copying on a and
H(La ) is infinite. We assume that H(L) is regular in order to reach a contradiction.
Then, there exists a bottom-up tree automaton A recognizing H(L). Recall from the
Preliminaries that A(t) denotes the state in which A arrives after processing the term t.
From La we choose two words w1 and w2 such that height(H(w1)), height(H(w2))
> h, |height(H(w1))− height(H(w2))| > h(h+1), and A(H(w1)) = A(H(w2));
this is possible by non-finiteness of H(La ). Now, since w1 belongs to La , there ex-
ists a word of the form uaw1 in L where u is non-deleting. Therefore, since a is
copying, H(uaw1) is of the form s[p ← t′[q1 ← H(w1)][q2 ← H(w1)]] for po-
sitions p, q1, q2 satisfying |q1|, |q2| ≤ h and q1 is “disjoint” from q2 (q1 is not a
prefix of q2, and q2 is not a prefix of q1). Recall from the Preliminaries that u[q ←
v] denotes the result of replacing position q in the term u by the term v. The term
t = s[p ← t′[q1 ← H(w1)][q2 ← H(w2)]] is also in H(L) because A(H(w1)) =
A(H(w2)). By our previous conditions we have height(t/p.q1), height(t/p.q2) >
h, and |height(t/p.q1) − height(t/p.q2)| > h(h + 1). This is a contradiction to
Lemma 8.

Next, we prove the only-if-direction. Assume that for all a ∈ Σ(1) such that H is
copying on a, H(La ) is finite. We define La = aLa , i.e., La = {aw | ∃u : (uaw ∈
L and u is non-deleting)}, for every a ∈ Σ(1), and also define T = {t | ∃a ∈ Σ(1) :
(H is copying on a ∧ t ∈ H(La))}, which is a finite set. Further, we define a new set
of constants C = {ct | t ∈ T }.

Our goal is to define an alternative language L′ and a homomorphism H ′ satisfying
H ′(L′) = H(L), and for which it is easy to see that H ′(L′) is regular. We first define
some particular subsets of L′.

Lcop = {uct | H is neither copying nor deleting on u ∧
∃a, w : ((H is copying on a) ∧ uaw ∈ L ∧ H(aw) = t)}

Ldel = {ua | H is neither copying nor deleting on u ∧
H is deleting on a ∧ ∃w : (uaw ∈ L)}

Loth = {u | H is neither copying nor deleting on u ∧ u ∈ L}
Finally we define L′ = Lcop∪Ldel∪Loth, and H ′ is defined like H for the symbols

a ∈ Σ that are not copying, H ′ is undefined for the a ∈ Σ(1) that are copying, and
H ′(ct) = t for every t ∈ T . Note that L′ does not have words containing symbols such
that H is copying on them.
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We show first that H ′(L′) = H(L). The inclusion ⊆ is straightforward from the
definition of L′ and H ′. For ⊇ let v be a word of L. Either v does not contain any
copying or deleting symbol, or it is of the form uaw where u does not contain any
copying or deleting symbols, and a is either copying or deleting. Depending on the
case, it is easily seen that either v ∈ H ′(Loth) or v ∈ H ′(Lcop) or v ∈ H ′(Ldel).

Second, we see that L′ is regular. From an automaton A recognizing L we can easily
define an automata for Lcop, Ldel and Loth, respectively. Without lost of generality we
assume that all states of A can reach an accepting state. For the case of Loth it suffices
to remove from A the transitions with copying and deleting symbols. For the case of
Ldel it suffices to remove the transitions with copying symbols and to redirect all the
transitions with deleting symbols to a new accepting state. For the case of Lcop we have
to remove all transitions of deleting symbols and all transitions of constant symbols. We
also need to consider the transitions with a copying symbol a from a state q to a state
q′, such that q is reachable and q′ can reach an accepting state through non-deleting
and non-copying symbols. Every of these transitions has to be replaced by several new
transitions to the state q′ one for every constant ct such that t ∈ H(a L(A, q′)). Finally,
from the regularity of L′ and the fact that H ′ is linear we conclude by Proposition 1
that H ′(L′) = H(L) is regular. ��
Before we use Lemma 10 to show decidability of regularity of H(L) for monadic L, let
us give an example application of the only-if direction of the previous lemma.

Example 11. Let Σ = {a(1), b(1), d(1), c(0)} and, for n ≥ 0, Ln = {d(a|b)k(c) |
k ≤ n}. The language Ln is recognized by the automaton An = ({q0, q1, . . . , qn, qf},
{qf}, Σ, δ) where δc() = q0, δa(q0) = δb(q0) = q1, δa(q1) = δb(q1) = q2, . . . ,
δa(qn−1) = δb(qn−1) = qn, and δd(qi) = qf for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n. The tree ho-
momorphism H is defined by H(a) = a(x1), H(b) = b(x1), H(d) = f(x1, x1),
and H(c) = c. Thus, H(Ln) = {f(w, w) | w ∈ (a|b)kc, k ≤ n}. Since H(Ln)
is finite, it is obviously regular. Let us now follow the only-if direction of the proof
of Lemma 10 in order to construct a tree automaton Bn which recognizes H(Ln).
Note that Ld = {w ∈ (a|b)kc | k ≤ n}. The set T defined in the proof equals
H({dw | w ∈ Ld }) = {f(w, w) | w ∈ Ld }. Thus, for every possible w ∈ {a, b}∗ of
length at most n, the set T contains the tree t = f(w, w), and accordingly, C contains
the constant ct. For instance, if n = 2, then C = {cf(c,c), cf(a(c),a(c)), cf(b(c),b(c)),
cf(aa(c),aa(c)), cf(ab(c),ab(c)), cf(ba(c),ba(c)), cf(bb(c),bb(c))}.

Now, to define Loth we simply remove from An all d-transitions because d is copy-
ing. Since the resulting automaton has no transitions to accepting states, its language
is empty, i.e., Loth = ∅. Also Ldel = ∅ because d-transition are removed from An

and no new transitions are added because there are no deleting symbols. The automa-
ton for Lcop is obtained from An by deleting the transition δc() = q0 and by replacing
each transition δd(qi) = qf , 0 ≤ i ≤ n by the new transitions δct() = qf for each
ct ∈ C. Thus, the resulting automaton Bn recognizes precisely the set C. Since for ev-
ery t ∈ H(Ln) the constant ct is in C, and the new homomorphism H ′ has H ′(ct) = t
for all ct ∈ C, we obtain that H ′(L(Bn)) = H ′(C) = H(Ln). ��
It is interesting to observe that a tree automaton that recognizes the language H(Ln)
of Example 11, is bound to be of size at least O(2n). This is easy to see, because for
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every possible subtree s of f(s, s) ∈ H(Ln) we need one extra state. In fact, even if
we consider nondeterministic bottom-up tree automata, which are obtained by gener-
alizing the transition functions δσ : Qk → Q to functions δσ : Qk → P(Q), then
any smallest automaton for H(Ln) is still of size O(2n). Thus, through copying of a
finite set of terms (recognized by a DTA An with O(n) states) we obtain a finite set of
terms for which any tree automaton needs exponentially more states than An. In other
words, the description of H(Ln) through the homomorphism H and the automaton An

is exponentially more succinct than the description through any (even nondeterministic)
tree automaton for H(Ln). We obtain the following proposition. Let the size of a ho-
momorphism be defined as the sum of sizes of the trees H(g) for which H is defined,
and the size of a term t equals the cardinality of Pos(t).

Proposition 12. For every n, there exists a homomorphism H and a DTA An such that
(1) H is of size O(n) (2) An has O(n)-many states, and (3) H(L(An)) cannot be
recognized by any nondeterministic tree automaton with less than 2n states.

Note that the language H(Ln) of Example 11 cannot be recognized by a deterministic
top-down tree automaton. We are ready to state the main result of this section.

Theorem 13. Regularity of the homomorphic image of a regular term language L is
decidable in polynomial time if L is defined over a unary alphabet.

Proof. By Lemma 10 it suffices to prove that the infiniteness of H(La ) can be checked
in polynomial time, for a given tree automaton A recognizing the regular language L, a
homomorphism H , and copy symbol a. To this end, we just have to look for a transitions
δa(q1) = q2 and δb(q3) = q4 such that q1 is reachable from the initial state using no
deleting symbols, b is not deleting nor erasing, q3 is reachable from q2 without deleting
symbols, and q3 is reachable from q4 without deleting symbols. The statement of the
theorem follows from the fact that all these checks can be done in polynomial time with
usual algorithms for finding paths. ��

4 Sets of Terms with Regular Constraints and Bounded-Depth
Copying Homomorphisms

In this section we prove decidability of regularity for the set of ground instances of a
given finite set of terms. This is done in three steps. In Section 4.1 we give a sufficient
condition for non-regularity by the existence of a certain infinite set of instances. In
Section 4.2 we prove decidability of such existence as a direct consequence of a result
from [4] and provide an algorithm for this problem. We also define in Section 4.3 a class
of pairs (L, H), where L is a language and H is a homomorphism, called bounded-
depth copying, and prove that regularity of H(L) is decidable.

4.1 A Sufficient Condition for Non-regularity

Some technical definitions are needed in order to prove our condition in Lemma 14.
We say that a term s is determined on a position p if either p is a position of s and
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is labeled by a non-variable symbol, i.e., s[p] �∈ X , or there exists a prefix p′ of p
such that s/p′ is a non-variable symbol, i.e., s/p′ = s[p′] �∈ X . Equivalently, s is
determined on p if for any two substitutions ϕ1, ϕ2, either p is not defined in both
ϕ1(s) and ϕ2(s), or p is defined in both ϕ1(s) and ϕ2(s) and ϕ1(s)[p] = ϕ2(s)[p]. We
say that s is determined on a set of positions P if s is determined on all positions p in
P . Recall from the Preliminaries that a set of terms with regular constraints is a pair
〈S, C〉 where C maps each variable occurring in S to a regular term language, and that
L(〈S, C〉) = {ϕ(s) | s ∈ S, ϕ is a solution of C}.

Lemma 14. Let s be a term, S a set of terms, and C a constraint for the variables
occurring in s and S. Let x be a variable that occurs twice in s. Let {ϕ1, ϕ2, . . .}
be an infinite set of solutions of C satisfying ϕi(s) �∈ L(〈S, C〉) for all i > 0, and
ϕi(x) �= ϕj(x) for all 1 ≤ i < j. Then L(〈{s} ∪ S, C〉) is not regular.

Proof. Without lost of generality we may suppose that the set of variables occurring
in s is disjoint from the set of variables occurring in S; if it is not the case we simply
introduce a new variable for each variable that occurs in s and S. Let S = {s1, . . . , sn}.
We may make the following assumption. For a term t, let Posnv(t) denote the positions
p in Pos(t) that are not labeled by a variable, i.e., for which t[p] �∈ X .

Assumption 1: s is determined on
⋃

i∈{1,...,n} Posnv(si).

If the assumption is not satisfied, we proceed as follows. Since s is not determined on⋃
i∈{1,...,n} Posnv(si), there exists a position p ∈ Pos(s) such that s/p is a certain vari-

able y and p ∈ ⋃
i∈{1,...,n} Posnv(si). Let A be a deterministic bottom-up tree automa-

ton that recognizes the regular term language C(y). The automaton A has a finite set of
transitions of the form δg(q1, . . . , qm) → q for states q1, . . . , qm, q of A where q is an
accepting state. For every of these rules δg(q1, . . . , qm)→ q we construct a substitution
γg,q1,...,qm,q that is the identity for all variables except for y, for which it is defined as
γg,q1,...,qm,q(y) = g(z1, . . . , zm), for new variables z1, . . . , zm. We also extend the con-
straint C to a new constraint C′ by defining C′(zi) = L(A, qi). We do this for all tran-
sitions, choosing new variables for every transition. Let s′1, . . . , s

′
l be the terms obtained

by applying all the substitutions γg,q1,...,qm,q to s. Note that L(〈{s′1, . . . , s′l} ∪ S, C′〉)
coincides with L(〈{s}∪S, C〉), and that the languages L(〈s′1, C′〉), . . . , L(〈s′l, C′〉) are
disjoint, since A is deterministic. By finiteness, for one of the terms s′1, . . . , s

′
l, say s′1,

there exists an infinite subset {ϕi1 , ϕi2 , . . .} of {ϕ1, ϕ2, . . .} such that the run of A on
each ϕij (y) applies the same transition δg(q1, . . . , qm) = q at the root node. Let k be
the arity of this g, and note that in the case where y equals x, k is greater than 0 due to
the condition ϕi(x) �= ϕj(x) for all 1 ≤ i < j. There exist substitutions θi1 , θi2 , . . .
such that every ϕij coincides with the corresponding θij ◦ γg,q1,...,qm,q . Moreover, in
the case where y equals x, there exists k′ between 1 and k and an infinite subset Θ of
{θi1 , θi2 , . . .} such that for all different θ, θ′ ∈ Θ, θ(zk′) �= θ′(zk′), where z1, . . . , zk

are the new variables in γq,q1,...,qm,q(y).
The term s′1, the set of terms {s′2, . . . , s′l} ∪ S, the set of substitutions Θ or {θi1 ,

θi2 , . . .}, deppending on whether x equals y or not, the constraint C′, and the variable
zk′ if y was x, or the variable x otherwise, satisfy the conditions of the lemma, but also,
p is determined on s′1. Hence, since L(〈{s′1, . . . , s′l} ∪S, C′〉) coincides with L(〈{s}∪
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S, C〉), the statement of the lemma remains unchanged when replacing the elements by
these new ones, for which there is strictly one less position that is not determined. We
can repeat this process if there are still positions in

⋃
i∈{1,...,n} Posnv(si) that s′1 is not

determined on them, until Assumption 1 on determined positions is satisfied.
Now, we come back to the principal proof with this additional assumption. We prove

that L(〈{s} ∪ S, C〉) is not regular by contradiction. Hence, suppose that B is a deter-
ministic tree automaton recognizing this language. We also assume an implicit election
of an automaton AC(y) recognizing C(y), for every variable y ∈ Dom(C). At this point
we need an additional assumption.

Assumption 2: For every position p ∈ Pos(s), the run of B gives the same state on all
terms ϕi(s)/p. Moreover, for every of such p ∈ Pos(s) and AC(y), the run of AC(y)

gives the same state on all terms ϕi(s)/p.

Similar as before, Assumption 2 can easily be enforced by choosing a certain infinite
subset Γ of the substitutions ϕ1, ϕ2, . . .

Now, note that the fact that a certain term ϕi(s) is not in L(〈{sj}, C〉) for any sj ∈ S
can be due to several different causes:

(i) There is a position p ∈ Posnv(sj) such that either p is not defined in s or it is
defined in s but then s[p] �= sj [p].

(ii) Item (i) is not satisfied, but there exists a position p such that sj/p is a variable and
ϕi(s)/p �∈ C(sj/p).

(iii) Items (i) and (ii) are not satisfied, but there exist positions p1, p2 such that sj/p1

and sj/p2 are the same variable, but ϕi(s)/p1 �= ϕi(s)/p2.

We say that either (i), or (ii), or (iii) with the corresponding chosen p1 and p2, are
the cause for ϕi ∈ Γ and sj ∈ S, depending on the case.

Finally, we fix a position q such that s/q = x and a substitution ϕ ∈ Γ .
Now, consider ϕ and any other substitution ϕ′ ∈ Γ such that ϕ′(x) is not a subterm

of ϕ(s). Note that such a ϕ′ exists thanks to the fact that all the ϕi(x) are different.
The term ϕ(s)[q ← ϕ′(x)] is accepted by B due to Assumption 2. Hence, to reach
a contradiction it suffices to see that it is not in L(〈{s} ∪ S, C〉), i.e. the language
accepted by B. Of course it is not in L(〈{s}, C〉), since x appears multiple times in
s, and in particular at position q and in some other position q′ satisfying ϕ(s)[q ←
ϕ′(x)]/q �= ϕ(s)[q ← ϕ′(x)]/q′. But also, ϕ(s)[q ← ϕ′(x)] is not in any L(〈{sj}, C〉)
for sj ∈ S, and we prove it deppending on which is the cause for ϕ and sj . If the cause
for ϕ and sj is (i), this is trivial. If the cause for ϕ and sj is (ii), this follows directly
from Assumption 2. If the cause for ϕ and sj is (iii) with positions p1 and p2, then,
either q is disjoint with p1 and p2 and this is trivial, or otherwise, q has to be a suffix
of either p1 or p2, due to Assumption 1. In the latter case, due to the election of ϕ′,
ϕ(s)[q ← ϕ′(x)]/p1 �= ϕ(s)[q ← ϕ′(x)]/p2, and hence, ϕ(s)[q ← ϕ′(x)] is not in
L(〈{sj}, C〉) again. ��

4.2 Computing the Existence of Infinite Instances

Due to our sufficient condition, and the use of it that is done later by the algorithm for
deciding regularity, we need to prove that the following problem is computable:
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Infinite-Instances Problem
Input: x, s, {s1, ..., sn}, C.
Output: If there exists an infinite set ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . of solutions of C such that ϕi(x) �=

ϕj(x), and ϕi(s) is not in L(〈{s1, . . . , sn}, C〉), then give output “yes”. Otherwise,
give as output the finite set {t1, . . . , tk} of ground terms ti satisfying: ti �= tj for
1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, ti is ground for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and for any solution ϕ such that ϕ(s) is not
in L(〈{s1, . . . , sn}, C〉), it holds that ϕ(x) = ti for some i in {1, . . . , k}.

The decidability of this problem is directly deduced from the work of Comon and
Delor [4] on equational formulae with membership constraints 1. An equational formula
with membership constraints is a first order formula whose atoms are equations t = u,
membership constraints t ∈ S (S is called a sort symbol) or⊥. Formulae are interpreted
w.r.t. to a mappingU which associates with each sort symbol S a subset of TΣ . A ground
substitution σ is a solution of the equation s = t if its domain contains the set of free
variables of {s, t} and tσ ≡ sσ, where ≡ denotes the syntactic equality in terms. This
is a solution of t ∈ S if tσ belongs U(S). The connectives are interpreted as usual
and with a formula we associate the set of solutions. Two formulae are said equivalent
w.r.t. U if they have the same solutions w.r.t. U . From now on, we will suppose that the
interpretation of the sort symbols is fixed and that sorts are interpreted as recognizable
languages. In [4], the authors provide a complete, correct and terminating set of rules,
which reduces a formula to an equivalent solved form which is either ⊥, or a finite
disjunction of formulae (called definition with constraints) of the form:
∃w : x1 = t1 ∧ ... ∧ xn = tn ∧ z1 �= u1 ∧ zm �= um ∧ y1 ∈ S1... ∧ yk ∈ Sk where:

- x1, . . . , xn are free variables that occur only once in the formula
- z1, . . . , zm are variables, s.t. for all i, zi /∈ V ar(ui)
- y1, . . . , yk are distinct variables
- for all i, Si is interpreted as an infinite (recognizable) language.
- t1, . . . , tn, u1, . . . , um are -non necessarly ground- terms.

Furthermore, Comon and Delor prove that every definition with constraints has at
least one solution (Lemma 2 of [4]). Using those results we can even get:

Lemma 15. Let D = ∃w : x1 = t1∧ . . .∧xn = tn∧z1 �= u1∧ . . .∧zm �= um∧y1 ∈
S1 ∧ . . . ∧ yk ∈ Sk be a definition with constraints satisfying the above conditions. Let
x a free variable in D. D has an infinite set of solutions satisfying σi(x) �= σj(x) for
all j > i > 0 iff it does not contain any equation x = t with t ground.

Proof. Of course, if D contains an equation x = t with t ground, D has no infinite set
of solutions satisfying σi(x) �= σj(x).

Conversely, let us suppose that D does not contain any equation x = t with t ground.
We can suppose without lost of generality that {y1, . . . , yk} contains all the variables
except the xi’s (we can add v ∈ � if necessary). By Lemma 2 of [4], D has one solution
σ1. Now consider a new formula D′ obtained by replacing every Si by Si − {σ1(yi)}.
This formula is again a definition with constraints (the new sets are regular and infinite).

1 Thanks to Hubert Comon who made us aware of this fact.
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For D′, Lemma 2 of [4] applies again and we have a solution σ2 for D′, which in fact
is also a solution of D. Moreover, σ1(x) differs from σ2(x) due to the definition of σ2,
and the fact that either x is some yi, or x is some xi and the corresponding ti is not
ground and with all its variables in {y1, . . . , yk}. This process can be repeated again
by replacing every Si by Si − {σ1(yi), σ2(yi)}, and so on, thus obtaining the desired
sequence. ��
Now we come back to the Infinite-Instances problem. Let x, s, S = {s1, ..., sn}, C be
an input of the problem. For this input we define Φ as the following equational formula
with membership constraints:

(∧y∈V ar(s)y ∈ C(y))∧
(∧1≤i≤n,{x1,...,xk}=V ar(si)(∀x1, . . . , xk : (x1 ∈ C(x1) ∧ . . . ∧ xk ∈ C(xk) ⇒ si �= s)))

Let Sol(Φ) the set of solutions of Φ. There exists an infinite set ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . such that
ϕi(x) �= ϕj(x), and ϕi(s) is not in L(〈{s1, . . . , sn}, C〉), iff there exists an infinite set
ϕ1, ..., ϕj .. in Sol(Φ) such that ϕi(x) �= ϕj(x), 0 < i < j.

But now, as said before, we can transform Φ into an equivalent finite disjunction
of definitions with constraints ∨1≤i≤kDi. For each of these definitions Di, we check
whether it contains an equation x = ti, with ti ground. If the answer is no for at least one
element of the disjunction, there exists an infinite set {ϕ1, ϕ2, . . .} included in Sol(Φ)
satisfying that ϕi(x) �= ϕj(x) for all j > i > 0 and we output yes. If the answer is
yes for each definition Di, we output ”no” and the set {t1, . . . , tk} fulfills the required
conditions.

Lemma 16. The Infinite-Instances problem is computable.

Deciding Regularity of the Instances of a Set of Terms with Regular Constraints
Using Lemmas 14 and 16 we obtain an algorithm for deciding whether L(〈S, C〉) is
regular for given S and C. It checks repeatedly the previous sufficient condition looking
for non-regularity. After a finite number of steps it terminates with an equivalent linear
set, thus concluding regularity.

1 Input: A finite set of terms S and a constraint C.
2 If all terms in S are linear then stop with answer “yes”.
3 Otherwise, chose a term s ∈ S with a certain variable x occurring at least twice in

s, and ask for the existence of an infinite set {ϕ1, ϕ2, . . .} of solutions of C such
that ϕi(x) �= ϕj(x), and ϕi(s) is not in L(〈{S − {s}, C〉).

4 If the answer is “yes” then stop with answer “no”.
5 Otherwise consider the set of ground terms {t1, . . . , tk} satisfying ti �= tj for

1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, ti is ground for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and for any solution ϕ of C such that
ϕ(s) is not in L(〈{S − {s}, C〉), it holds that ϕ(x) = ti for some i in {1, . . . , k},
and do: S := (S − {s}) ∪ {{x �→ t1}(s), . . . , {x �→ tk}(s)}.

6 Go to 2.

Theorem 17. It is decidable whether L(〈S, C〉) is regular for given set of terms S and
constraint C.
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4.3 Deciding the HOM-Problem for Bounded-Depth Copying Homomorphisms

We now come back to the problem of deciding regularity of homomorphic images of
regular tree languages, i.e., deciding whether H(L) is regular for a given tree homomor-
phism H and regular tree language L. Let L be an arbitrary regular tree language. We
show that if H is “bounded-depth copying”, then we can construct a set of terms with
constraints 〈S, C〉 such that L(〈S, C〉) = H(L). Since for such sets we can decide reg-
ularity by Theorem 17, we obtain decidability of regularity of H(L). Roughly speaking,
“bounded-depth copying” means that symbols σ for which H(σ) is non-linear (“copy-
ing”), occur at bounded depth. Let us first fix some notations. For a homomorphism H ,
denote by Copy(H) the set of symbols σ for which H(σ) is non-linear, i.e., for which
a variable xi occurs more than once in H(σ). A symbol σ is called erasing if H(σ) is
a variable, i.e., H(σ) ∈ X . A position p of t is deleted in t by H if there exists q, r and
an i ≥ 1 such that p = q.i.r and t[q] is a symbol b such that H(b) does not contain the
variable xi.

Definition 18. Let L be a set of trees, H a tree homomorphism, and k a natural number.
The pair (L, H) is depth-k copying if for any t in L and position p in t such that t[p]
belongs to Copy(H), either p is deleted in t by H or the path from the root of t to p
contains at most k occurrences of non-erasing symbols. The pair (L, H) is bounded-
depth copying if there exists a k such that (L, H) is depth-k copying.

Note that, given (L, H), it is decidable whether or not (L, H) is bounded-depth copy-
ing: we can construct a finite state word automaton A that recognizes the labeled paths
of trees in L which lead to a (non-deleted) copy symbol in Copy(H). Then (L, H) is
bounded-depth copying if and only if we can bound the number of non-erasing symbols
occurring in words in L(A), which is decidable. Note that this is similar to computing
the inverse image of a regular tree language under a homomorphism, used at the end of
the proof of Lemma 20; cf. also the discussion in the Conclusions. Clearly, if symbols
of Copy(H) only occur at deleted positions in trees of L, then H(L) is regular. The
reason for this is that only linear rules of H are applied when translating trees in L.

Lemma 19. Let L recognizable and H a homomorphism such that any position in a
tree t ∈ L labeled by a symbol in Copy(H) is deleted in t by H . Then H(R) is regular.

Lemma 20. Let L be recognizable and H a tree homomorphism such that (L, H) is
bounded-depth copying. There effectively exists a finite set of terms with regular con-
straints 〈S, C〉 such that L(〈S, C〉) = H(L).

Proof. Let A = (Q, Qa, Σ, δ) be a deterministic tree automaton with L(A) = L and
let k ≥ 0 such that (L, H) is depth-k copying. The proof is by induction on k.

If k = 0 then for any t ∈ L and p ∈ Pos(t) such that t[p] ∈ Copy(H), the path from
the root of t to p does not contain non-erasing symbols. Let a be a non-erasing symbol.
Let Seta = {(q1, . . . , qn) | ∃t(x), δ(t(a(q1, . . . , qn)) ∈ Qf ∧ H(t(x)) = x}. Then,
by assumption, for any (q1, . . . , qn) in Seta, the languages L(A, q1), . . . , L(A, qn) do
not contain any occurrence of symbols in Copy(H) at non-deleted positions. Hence,
by Lemma 19, their images by H are recognizable languages, let us say Rq1 , . . . , Rqn .
Now, any term u can be decomposed into u1(u2) where H(u1(x)) = x and the root of
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u2 is labeled by a non-erasing symbol. So, H(L) is the union of the L(〈{H(a)}, C〉)
for a non-erasing, where C(xi) = Rqi . Thus, by introducing new variables for each
such a and extending C appropriately, we obtain a set of terms with constraints 〈S, C〉
which equals H(L).

Induction step: Let us suppose the lemma holds for pairs of regular tree language
and homomorphism which are depth-k copying. Let (L, H) be depth-(k + 1) copy-
ing. This means that for any position p in t such that t[p] belongs to Copy(H), the
path from the root of t to p contains at most k + 1 non-erasing symbols. Once more,
let a be a non-erasing symbol and Seta defined as before. Then H(L) is the union
of the L(〈H(a), {(xi, H(L(A, qi)) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}〉) for non-erasing a of arity n and
(q1, . . . , qn) in Seta. The H(L(A, qi)) are not necessarily regular but (H, L(A, qi))
is depth-k copying. Thus, by induction hypothesis, for any L(A, qi) there exists some
〈Si, Ci〉 such that H(L(A, qi)) = L(〈Si, Ci〉). By renaming of variables we can com-
pose these sets 〈Si, Ci〉 to obtain a set 〈S, C〉 such that L(〈S, C〉) = H(L). This con-
cludes our inductive proof.

In order to show that the above proof is constructive, it suffices to show that Seta
is computable. Thus, we need to show how to compute the set of trees t(x) for which
H(t(x)) = x. To this end, let ⊥ be a new constant and let G be the extension of H by
G(⊥) = ⊥. Then G−1(⊥) is effectively regular because inverses of tree transducers
effectively preserve the regular tree languages (see, e.g., Proposition 20.1 of [7] where
this is shown for the class of top-down tree transducers which includes the class of tree
homomorphisms). Let L⊥ = {t[p ← ⊥] | t ∈ L, p ∈ Pos(t)} be the regular tree
language of all trees t in L in which exactly one node has been replaced by ⊥. Then
G−1(⊥) ∩ L⊥ is the required set of trees t(x) for which H(t(x)) = x. ��

Using Lemma 20 and Theorem 17 we obtain our main result about pairs of regular tree
languages L and homomorphisms H with decidable regularity of H(L).

Theorem 21. Let L be a regular tree language and H a tree homomorphism such that
(L, H) is bounded-depth copying. It is decidable whether or not H(L) is regular.

Conclusions and Future Work. For a given regular tree language L and a tree ho-
momorphism H we have shown that regularity of H(L) is decidable in the following
cases: (1) if L is monadic, i.e., only uses symbols of arity 1 or 0, (2) if non-linear rules
of H are only applied at positions of bounded depth in the trees of L. For case (1) we
have given a decision procedure that runs in polynomial time; furthermore, we have
shown that, even in the monadic case, there are pairs of L, H that generate regular
languages for which any smallest (nondeterministic) tree automaton is exponentially
larger than the representation of L and H . It remains open what the precise complexity
of the decision procedure of case (2) is: currently we apply the inverse image of a tree
homomorphism in the proof, which can be expensive: for top-down tree transducers
this problem is known to be EXPTIME-complete [13]. What is the complexity of this
problem for tree homomorphisms? Can we drop the bounded-depth restriction of case
(2) and extend decidability to homomorphisms that copy at most once? Or even to those
that copy a bounded number of times? The latter is the “finite-copying” restriction [1],
a well-studied topic in tree transducer theory.
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